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NRC letter dated July I2, I99I transmitted the NRC staff evaluation of the 
Consumers Power Company (CPC} response to six seismic design issues identified 
during NRC review of the Palisades Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report 
{Topic III-6}. That evaluation found our response to the six seismic design 
issues acceptable except: 

I. Two masonry walls in containment were not properly surveyed 
(wal kdown}; and 

2. Certain electrical control panels (C-33, MCC-1, MCC-2, and Switchgear 
Cabinet ID} which were proposed to be qualified by the data experience 
method should be reanalyzed or should be qualified under the 
resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI} A-46, Seismic 
Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants, using the General 
Implementing Procedure (GIP} when it is approved by the NRC. 

Additionally, the letter requests: (I} the unqualified walls within 
containment be properly surveyed (by walkdown} before the end of the I992 
refueling outage; and (2} that Consumers Power Company either perform a 
complete reevaluation of electrical control panels C-33, MCC-I, MCC-2, and 
Switchgear Cabinet ID or choose to address their seismic adequacy through 
implementation of the GIP resolution of USI A-46 when the GIP is approved. 
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Consumers Power Company (CPC) letter dated September 3, 1991 responded that 
CPC will complete the proper survey (walkdown) of the containment walls before 
the end of the 1992 refueling outage, will inform the NRC of the results of 
that survey, and will qualify the control panels under the approved GIP 
resolution of USI A-46. 

This letter informs the NRC that CPC has completed the above proper survey 
(walkdown) of the two masonry walls inside containment and finds as follows: 

1. The two walls actually are a single, "v" shaped, free standing, 
10 foot high, two block thick wall which has a configuration that 
makes it inherently stable (Figure l); 

2. There is no equipment or piping attached to the wall; and 
3. The wall is in very good condition and has no cracks. 

Therefore, the appropriateness of our previous judgement that these walls pose 
no concern regarding seismic capacity or .the out-of-plane vibrational loads 
during a seismic event is confirmed. 

As committed in our September 3, 1991 letter, we still plan to qualify the 
control panels by addressing their seismic adequacy through implementation of 
the GIP resolution of USI A-46 when the GIP is approved. 

~~L--
Gerald B Slade 
General Manager 

CC Administrator, Region III, USNRC 
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades 
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